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School context 

Milton Parochial is a smaller than average village primary, which became an academy in February 

2015 within the Peterborough Diocese Education Trust (PDET). There are 103 pupils, about 40% 

of whom live in the village. A lower than average number of pupils is entitled to free school meals. 

A small number of pupils have significant learning difficulties. 

The distinctiveness and effectiveness of Milton Parochial as a Church of England 

school are good 

 The strong personal Christian faith of the head teacher and governors drives the ongoing 

good development of the school. The confident, able and committed staff all actively support 

the school’s Christian ethos and values. 

 The love and care of the Christian family atmosphere of the school ensures a stimulating 
environment for learning. 

 A very supportive parent body appreciate how the school lives out its Christian values in 

developing all aspects of their children’s schooling. 

 The commitment of both school and Holy Cross parish church in ensuring that the strong 
link between the two continues to develop. 

 

Areas to improve 

 Make the school’s distinctive and strong Christian character and vision explicit in public 

documentation, especially the school website and policies. 

 Ensure that pupils have a secure knowledge and understanding of key aspects of Christian 

theology, for example, the Trinity. 
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The school, through its distinctive Christian character, is good at meeting the needs 

of all learners 

The school’s deeply embedded Christian values are instrumental in shaping the excellent 

relationships and behaviour in the school. Pupils enjoy ‘being part of a small school family. We 

know everyone and everyone knows us. You can talk to anyone or turn to anyone for help. 

Everyone cares.’ The Christian character of the school ensures that they feel secure and safe in 

their learning environment. This has a positive impact on pupils’ attendance and learning 

behaviours. As a result, achievement is good. Standards in reading, writing and maths are 

consistently above the national average, with pupils making good progress overall. Their 

spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SMSC) development is very good. Pupils learn to look 

beyond themselves from a very early age and develop sensitivity to other cultures and the wider 

world. They confidently articulate understanding and empathy for diverse cultures and the plight 

of those less fortunate than themselves. They reflect on this especially in the very different life 

and experiences of pupils from their linked school in Africa. Currently their concerns are 

heightened for Syrian refugees in response to teaching about Christian kindness. Pupils are 

excited by religious education (RE) and feel they can freely express their own beliefs. They enjoy 

being challenged to explore their own understanding of Christianity and other world faiths. Pupil 

surveys evidence the development of respect for those who hold beliefs different from their 

own. They see links to the rest of the curriculum and to life beyond school. ‘RE is all of our 

subjects put into one. We do everything.’ Pupils learn to take responsibility for their own 

actions and to look out for the needs of others. Year 6 pupils, for example, take their 

responsibility for being ‘buddying’ children in the reception class very seriously.  

 

The impact of collective worship on the school community is good 

Worship engages everyone. Pupils report that it is fun. It causes them to reflect on how the 

Bible has meaning in their own lives. It guides their behaviour and relationships with one 

another. ‘You can see God in other people’.  An increasing maturity is evident in the way pupils 

confront their personal spiritual development. They can question what they believe and give 
good reasons for the views they hold, appropriate to their age. Pupils look forward to the wide 

range of visitors leading worship, including local clergy. They are comfortable when they visit the 

parish church for worship, where they participate eagerly and enjoy all aspects. The last 

inspection required the school to involve pupils in regular monitoring of the impact of collective 

worship. A worship team is now in place with a wider brief, including helping to plan and lead 

specific assemblies. Pupils now feel involved in shaping worship and future themes. Worship is 

biblically based and links with the school’s Christian values, as well as the church’s year. Many 

pupils give a good account of their understanding of the person and teaching of Jesus Christ. 

However, pupils’ knowledge and understanding of key Christian theological principles, such as 

the Trinity, are generally not well developed. The annual Holy Cross service in church took the 

theme of signs and symbols, which was reflected later in an RE lesson. Pupils showed good 

retention and reflection on the earlier teaching. Evaluations of worship echo this. The school 

harvest service in church visibly moved several parents through the challenging material which 

pupils presented. Pupils reflected that ‘it helps us feel how rich we are and how poor they are’. 

‘Harvest festival is to thank God for our food’. Parents talk about how their children share what 

they have learnt at home, sometimes testing their own knowledge! Prayer is of increasing 

importance to pupils. Holy Cross parish church supports school actively through the setting up 

of a Prayer Space. It is an attractive quiet area of the school with imaginative stimuli to 

encourage pupils’ personal and private reflection. They frequently use the area to offer prayers 

or to ‘ask God questions’ either during reflective time or their free time. ‘It lets you talk to God 

about things.’ Pupils have developed good reflective practices during prayer times. They feel 

comfortable to use the Prayer Space ‘even if you have different beliefs’.  
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The effectiveness of the leadership and management of the school as a church 

school is good 

Leaders are very clear about the Christian vision for the school. They see the school community 

as a strong Christian family where Christian values are taught, modelled and promoted. School 

leaders and staff consistently reinforce the link between the school’s distinctive Christian vision 

and values and achievement and progress. In response, pupils want to learn, progress and meet 

the exacting challenges of the curriculum with an appropriate attitude. All members of the 

school community contributed to the recent review of the school’s Christian values. The five 

values chosen, with the overarching values of love and forgiveness, are well-known and 

understood by all. Leaders are aware, however, that the school’s Christian vision and values are 

not always evident in the school website and other public documentation. Governors challenge 

senior leadership effectively. They have a clear system of formal monitoring of the Christian 

vision with regular reports to the full governing body. This informs the school development 

plan, which includes developing the school’s distinctiveness and effectiveness as a church school. 

It represents good progress since the last inspection. School provides the parochial church 

council with regular reports, allowing the church to remain informed about school progress and 

developments. RE and collective worship meet statutory requirements and the National 

Society’s entitlement statement for RE. The school’s self-evaluation as a church school is 

accurate. The recent change to academy status as part of PDET is bringing considerable support 

and development opportunities to staff as possible future leaders of church schools. Leadership 

and management of RE and collective worship are good. Collective worship and RE co-

ordinators make use of training and support resources as appropriate. Parents support the 

school wholeheartedly. Many have chosen the school specifically because of its distinctive 
Christian family character. The school enjoys a very good relationship with Holy Cross church. 

Indeed, as a result of a recommendation from the last inspection, the school has occasionally 

prepared and led non-eucharistic worship in church.  
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